
Education Tech Startup: Lead Services Coordinator or Operations Assistant

Learning Seeds, Inc.

Brookline, MA 02445

Full-time, Part-time

Starting at $38K with a wide possible salary range commensurate with experience and growth goals.

Who You are:

You are a list maker, a timeline visualizer, and you use these skills to translate compelling ideas that you
understand and endorse, into action steps that you take on and distribute. You have the precision to keep
things on track and the warmth to be a welcome connection for a team member or client. You thrive in an
environment where frequent transparent communication is desired and given. You have experience
communicating through writing and via video call/phone for various purposes including client facing and partner
facing messages, designing protocols, and support for your team such as materials management, scheduling,
payroll and service billing. You have the experience and the inclination to learn, recognize and implement best
practices. You are a flexible thinker and enjoy a position where you are not expected to know everything, but
you are encouraged to figure it out.

You have exceptional client focus and willingness to go that extra mile, with a knack for building the strong
interpersonal relationships that build trust and ensure our highly collaborative team can be successful. Your
open mind and flexible thinking allow you to rapidly engage multiple courses of action and allow for continuous
improvement. Your deep respect for families and children ensure that you demonstrate professional care in all
interactions. Your precision helps maintain our reputation of reliability for students, accuracy for billing, and
keeps the Education Team feeling supported by your detailed and efficient handling of Operations tasks. You
are a professional with experience from the fields of administration, operations, project management, Human
resources, grant administration, or professional assistant work and a desire to use your skills to fuel the growth
of an appreciative and collaborative high performing startup.

You will report directly to our Lead Services Coordinator and will grow to take over the Lead role in a few
months time. Additionally you’ll provide professional scheduling support for our Founder and CLO and other
Senior Staff as needed, including but not limited to sharing documents, processing correspondence, managing
calendars and team bandwidth, and reaching out to staff, customers, contacts, and collaborators.



Job Requirements:

This is a great role for someone with strong administrative and HR skills who is willing to do any task, find a
pattern for it, and elevate their role as our company grows. We are hoping for at least a two year commitment,
with a longer possible timeline increasing how much this individual will be free to shape their role and help us
make our mark on the fields of early childhood, special education, educational technology, and social emotional
learning.

We want you to thrive at Learning Seeds! To do that, you need to:

● Be warm and comfortable on video chat, working mostly online with a remote team.
● Communicate efficiently, write clearly, and respond intentionally (Professional Level of English).
● Have experience with our tech stack or a willingness to engage in self teaching in time for your

interview along with the transparency to explicitly state both what you know and what you think you can
learn. We use: Asana, Slack,G Suite, Zoom, Bit bucket, Otter.ai, Trainual, Connectteams, Quickbooks
and our proprietary software “Solutions Grid”

● Support the  recruiting, onboarding and training of employees.
● Excel at Scheduling: Coordinating the master student session calendar and setting up sessions for

each practitioner with ample time for practitioners to prep and wrap up each session. Responsible for
notifying team members of any changes to their sessions (ideally well in advance of when they
commute) when ‘on my way’ messages are sent. Ensure the team has everything they need to have
successful sessions. Session follow through/communication with parents. Coordinating sick coverage
or weather related changes on short notice.

● Scheduling any professional collaborations, consultations, or any other meeting on the CEO’s calendar
(and occasionally notice if someone’s schedule doesn’t have enough of a lunch break. And NEVER
ever be asked to get anyone coffee or deal with other people’s dry cleaning!.

● Manage client relationships across multiple communication media: many times parents best
communicate via phone and text instead of email. Warm reach outs/check ins, being available for
phone calls when parents are making tough decisions for their child, and providing the support they
need for their child are all a part of managing client relationships. Practitioners will also send students
video postcards and Admin will be responsible for ensuring parents receive these videos.

● Check in/Keep in contact with schools, teachers, camp directors to ensure all parties are on the same
page regarding mutual students. Some parents reach out to us to help them with a school search or
where to send their child to camp for the summer--we provide this support for families.

● Bookkeeping related to the service schedule: Responsible for setting up billing for CEO & organizing
team hours for payroll. Prepare calendar and spreadsheets for billing at the close of each month.
Review employee hours in the time clock tool in relation to Google calendars to ensure proper and
accurate compensation each payroll period.

● HR related tasks: Weekly HR check ins/support meetings for the team to talk through what’s
working/what’s not working in their schedules, where they need extra support, any systems that need
improvement. Involved in onboarding new hires to get them set up in payroll, benefits, etc.

● *We operate on Eastern Time, and expect team members to have available hours to do  the same.
● Prepared to be client facing (remotely) daily with professional appearance, attitude and access to

strong internet.

Our education team is engaged with students from 6am-6pm weekdays. While you will need to be flexible in
this time range, you’ll have a lot of flexibility to schedule your days and your work hours.



Who We are:

Great network, Great team, and the Freedom to make your mark!

Learning Seeds is a Social Benefit Corporation . We are educator led, technology driven, and focused on
scaling great teaching without promoting educators away from children. Our support for children is based on
novel techniques to build positive social habits which expand the child’s autonomy and follow the child’s
motivation to spark authentic social interest and connections.

What are we up to?

● A full caseload of Boston based students and an in person interdisciplinary team of specialists who are
working directly with students in local playgrounds, camps, and schools

● Running research projects to UX test our  professional development software,
● Using transcription headsets to capture and share best practices from expert practitioners without

promoting educators away from direct work with children.
● An autism inclusion validation of Learning Seeds methodologies project in collaboration with

researchers at BU
● Pursuit of an SBIR grant to pilot our work in public schools
● Outreach to other Early Childhood and SaaS companies as part of integration pilot planning
● An online pilot of our STEM pretend playground program targeting social skills in an online one to one

session rich with coding and computing exposure and lots of visual supports for developing language
and cooperation skills.

● A website rebuild and a Thinkific course for parents on utilizing our methods to help everyone join in
and play.

Compensation and Perks:

Remote work with a well-connected team.

Work with nice people; we’re preschool educators after all, we share our toys and we care about everyone
growing.

Some scheduling flexibility.

Technology equipment and support package

Health, dental and commuter benefits

Exposure to research, technology, and education leaders and top tier Startup communities

Entry level positions come with additional mentorship and support, and starts at a livable minimum wage of
$27.5k per year pro rata, and the highest paid experts in our company, in revenue facing roles, with 25 plus
years experience, earn up to $87.5k per year pro rata.

Our company is designed to value employees and children over profits:

Learning Seeds is a Social Benefit Corporation registered in MA. More info about working for a Social Benefit
Corporation: (https://tinyurl.com/y579g4xx)

https://tinyurl.com/y579g4xx


Application Instructions:

We receive hundreds of applications for every positing and cannot respond to incomplete applications.
We will only review complete applications and we only consider candidates who are able to legally
work in the state of Massachusetts, USA.

Please submit a resume, detailed cover letter and answers to the following questions:

1) Why are you interested in this position?
2) Explain a difficult professional situation and how you handled it.
3) What else can you tell us to help us really know who you are and where you thrive?

Submit materials via email to the attention of Careers@LearningSeeds.com

Your cover letter should share your honest and detailed statement of interest specific to our company and
project, and highlight the parts of your resume that best demonstrate your skills.

Select Candidates will be invited to a Four Round Interview process which typically takes about 2 weeks and
includes phone, writing, and zoom task interview rounds. We can schedule these rounds more expediently if
you require. At the close of this process you will know our work culture and our team well. We are seeking
candidates who agree we are an excellent fit for their career goals and can make at least a two year
commitment to the company with room to grow in their role.

LearningSeeds.com---Nurture the Teachable Moment


